No green light for same sex marriages
In a secret ‘straw poll’ at the end of the longest debate in recent Governing Body history, there
was not the two-thirds support for same sex marriages that would result in a formal Bill being
passed. Three bishops supported same sex marriages, one was against; 26 clergy were for,
21 against; and 32 lay members were for and 28 were against. A Bill to enable same sex
couples to marry in the Church in Wales would require a two-thirds majority in each of the
three houses of bishops, clergy and laity.
Following the debate, the Archbishop of Wales, Dr Barry Morgan told the BBC: "It would be a very brave or perhaps a
very foolish Bench of Bishops who were to bring the bill before the Governing Body at this stage. Because that might
just rip the Church apart and lead to the acrimony that has been absent from this debate."
Diocesan Consultations
At the April 2014 meeting of the
Governing Body, groups discussed
same sex partnerships, which was
followed by consultation at diocesan
level. Dioceses were invited to
consider the options open to the
Church in Wales in relation to same
sex partnerships. These are:
Option 1: No change to the
Church’s current
teaching and practice on
marriage and
partnerships;
Option 2: To allow same sex
unions to be blessed in
the Church in Wales;
Option 3: To enable same sex
couples to marry in the
Church in Wales.
The key indication from the dioceses
was that there was no clear
mandate overall for one of the
options, although some dioceses did
vote decisively for either option 1 or
option 3. No diocese voted in favour
of option 2 as its first choice. There
were indications from some
dioceses that members had spoken
against option 2 as being “neither
one thing nor another”, but in other
dioceses that some who had
supported options 1 or 3 might
accept option 2 as a compromise.
The consultation confirmed what
was already known: that this is an
issue on which there are a range of
views across the Church, with these
views very strongly held in some
areas.

Marriage Law
The Marriage (Same Sex Couples)
Act (2013), while extending the right
to marry to those in same sex
partnerships, specifically prevented
same sex marriages from being
solemnised in the Church in Wales
and the Church of England. The
Church in Wales’s right to decide for
itself whether or not to conduct
same sex marriages was protected.
The Marriage Law would be
amended in future if the Governing
Body (GB) resolved to enable same
sex marriages to take place in the
Church in Wales. No change to the
Church in Wales’s teaching or
practice in relation to same sex
marriage may be made without the
agreement of GB and would require
a Bill.
Doctrinal Commission Report
The Revd. Dr Ainsley
Griffiths, a member of
the Church in Wales
Standing Doctrinal
Commission,
introduced the Report*
published in March 2014. He
outlined the biblical and historical
context, and elaborated on the
options for consideration. Dr Griffiths
concluded by stressing that any
*http://cinw.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/09/13_01_SameSexPartnershipReport.pdf

consideration of same sex
partnerships needs a considered
pastoral response, which extends
generosity to those who might
disagree with a particular view. “We
must respond with the love of Christ
to those who are in a loving
relationship with someone of the
same sex.”
Debate
Thirty-four people spoke in a threehour debate, expressing the
divergence of opinion that exists in
the Church in Wales.
Mr Daniel Priddy (co-opted under
30) called for the topic to be kept
theologically and biblically focussed.
Mr Peter Badcock (Llandaff) said
that a gap has opened up between
Christian doctrine and the real belief
of people on a number of issues.
Mr Peter Morgan (St Davids) said
that if a family member came to us
saying that he or she was gay, we
wouldn’t reject them. It should be the
same in church. “We must have the
courage to move forward.”

The Governing Body met
at the University of Wales
Trinity St David, Lampeter,
on 16th and 17th September 2015

Same Sex Marriage (continued)
The Revd. Jan Gould (Llandaff)
thought of her gay friends and
people in her Cardiff parish. “They
witness far more to the truth of what
is means to be loving than many
heterosexual couples.”
Mrs Sandra Ward (Bangor) told GB
to “bear in mind where people are
when you refuse them the love of
the Church—they too are made in
the image of God.”
Mrs Helen Biggin (Llandaff) asked
“Who are we to deny others the
opportunity and privilege to make
vows before God simply on the
basis of their sexual orientation?”
Mr Dominic Cawdell (co-opted
under 30) said marriage is not about
being a production line for the next
generation. Marriage is about
fulfilment—for one another in a
stable relationship.
Mrs Sue Last (St Asaph) said that if
the Church does not move forward,
how can it show compassion and
forgiveness. How can we help those

who are in a same sex partnership
live fulfilled lives?
Dr Robert Wilkinson (St Davids)
said “We are aware that same sex
attraction is in part genetic, but we
can’t use that as an excuse to say
this is how God made them. Same
sex partnership is not justified by the
tradition of scripture or of the
Church.”
Mrs Penny Williams (Llandaff) saw
this as part of a bigger debate of
what the Church is for. “Living in a
post-modern world, we kick God into
touch. In danger of bowing to
external pressure we choose
between pleasing God and pleasing
people.”
Mrs Judy Rogers (Llandaff) warned
of the danger of being lost in the
politics of the day rather than
protecting family life.
Mr Dean Roberts (Monmouth)
quoted Article 20 of the Thirty-Nine
Articles of Faith. The Bible takes
precedence; obedience to God

comes before everything.
The Venerable Will Strange (St
Davids) said that the Church must
be faithful to Scripture and tradition.
“Revised attempts to reinterpret the
Bible to justify same sex
relationships are unconvincing.”
Canon Tudor Hughes (St Asaph)
doubted the sacramental nature of
gay marriage—”it would lack the allimportant extra dimension offered to
same-sex couples.”
The Revd David Brownridge
(Bangor) said that we do not have
the authority as the GB to edit and
amend scripture. “This is not to do
with how we treat people; it is to do
with who has the authority to make
decisions.”
The Revd Janice Brown (Bangor)
said that we are not called to change
God’s mind and God’s ways. “Let’s
not let the world dictate what will be
in the future. Don’t stand against
what God has ordered.”

The Governing Body Poll
First Preference

Bishops
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Option 1:
No change

1
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28

Option 1:
No change

0

1

1

Option 2: Same sex
blessing

2

1

6

Option 2: Same sex
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3

7

1

Option 3: Same sex
marriage

3
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Option 3: Same sex
marriage

1

2

2

No preference
expressed

0

0

0

No preference
expressed

2

38

52

QUESTION TIME
Q In view of the motion at the
last Governing Body
addressing issues of poverty,
has the Church in Wales considered how
we might continue to meet the challenge
of the ‘Living Wage’?
- Canon Sue Huyton (St Asaph)
A The Human Resources Committee
has discussed the question of the
Living Wage, and the outcome is that
the pay policies for provincial and
diocesan staff incorporate the Living
Wage, and this has been put into
effect. The Representative Body (RB)
is not empowered to commit parishes,
employing bodies and contractors in
the Church to a particular policy.
However all are encouraged to act
accordingly. The RB will keep the
position under review, especially with
the proposed National Living Wage.

- Mr James Turner, Chair, RB
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WODS
The Venerable Robert Williams
(Swansea and Brecon) presented the
Annual Report of the Widows,
Orphans and Dependants Society of
the Church in Wales, paying tribute
for the work both provincially and in
each diocese in providing practical
help for widows and dependents of
deceased clergy.
“WODS is a reminder that we are all
part of one great family—all are cared
for, none need to be alone,” said
Archdeacon Robert. In 2014, £83,338
was paid in grants, support that can
make a huge difference, along with
home visits, social events and gifts at
Christmas and Easter. For eligibility
to receive a grant, a minimum income
of £14,300 has been set.

UNIVERSITY OF WALES TRINITY ST DAVID

The Annual Report of the University of
Wales Trinity St David was presented by
Professor Gwilym Dyfri Jones, Provost
of the Carmarthen campus. The
University Group, with campuses located
across South West Wales from
Aberystwyth to Swansea, a centre in
Cardiff and an international centre in
London, has some 25,000 students. The
learner is central, with the University’s
mission of ‘transforming education,
transforming lives.’ 2013-14 has been a
successful year with new partnerships
and developments, particularly in the
Waterfront Innovation Quarter in
Swansea.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

An Archiepiscopal See?

T

he Church in Wales Review recommended that the Archiepiscopal See be permanently
designated in the Diocese of Llandaff, and that the Diocese of Llandaff should have an area
bishop with a legally designated area of pastoral responsibility. In his Presidential Address to
the meeting of the Governing Body, Archbishop Barry recognised that this is a thorny question, but
one that needs to be faced because of the juggling of two demanding roles—Archbishop of Wales and Bishop of a
diocese—the relentless work, and the need for the archbishop to be located in Cardiff.
Reports
Archbishop Barry pointed out that
the question of an Archiepiscopal
See has been the subject of several
reports and GB motions in the past,
but with no change to the present
situation.
In 1980, the Commission on
Boundaries and Structures of the
Church in Wales recommended that
Brecon be the location of the
Archbishop as part of a collegiate
diocese of Swansea & Brecon There
would be two bishops, one in
Swansea and one in Brecon - the
Archbishop looking after what is now
the Archdeaconry of Brecon and the
Bishop of Swansea, who would be
regarded as the “presiding bishop”
for the diocese, with an Episcopal
area centred on Swansea which
would also include the western part
of the diocese of Llandaff.
That same Boundary Report also
recommended the creation of one
See for North Wales, combining the
present dioceses of St Asaph and
Bangor, again with a College of
Bishops and the eventual
amalgamation of the dioceses of
Llandaff and Monmouth, again with
a College of Bishops.
That report was turned down by the
dioceses and did not come to the
GB. However, Archbishop Barry said
it is worth noting that what that
report was recommending was the
same kind of things for bishops and
dioceses that the later Harries report
was recommending for parishes – a
collegiate method of working. “In
other words, in every diocese, there
should be more than one bishop,
each with a distinct area of
jurisdiction but forming a single unit
for administration – just as in
ministry areas each individual cleric
would have a specific area for
pastoral care but be part with others
of a ministry area. This meant
moving away from the concept of
one bishop one diocese, to two or

three bishops in every diocese,
working closely together in
partnership as far as the
administration of the diocese as a
whole was concerned, but each
having pastoral jurisdiction over a
particular area.”
Other working groups and reports
have suggested Llandaff as the
permanent Metropolitical see, with
the archbishop as diocesan, and an
elected assistant bishop; or an
archbishop without any diocesan
responsibilities. Neither model has
found favour.
The work of the Archbishop
Archbishop Barry listed the role and
functions of an archbishop in Wales:
 Metropolitical powers—jurisdiction
over other dioceses when they
have no bishop, presiding over
episcopal ordinations, president of
the Electoral College, dealing with
disciplinary complaints about
bishops;
 presiding over the Governing Body
and Business and chairing the
appointments sub-committees;
 chairing the Bench of Bishops;
 only episcopal member of the
Representative Body, and
therefore the formal link between
the RB and the Bench of Bishops;
 number of ex-officio roles;
 regular meetings with key
provincial staff;

 first port of call and often the
Church’s spokesperson for the
national media for religious. ethical
and moral issues;
 liaison with Government at a local,
national or UK level;
 preaching at significant national
and institutional events; giving
lectures; welcoming and providing
hospitality for visitors from other
provinces; preaching on special
occasions in other dioceses;
 formal responsibilities within the
Anglican Communion;
 patron or trustee of local and
national organisations
“Whoever the archbishop is, that
person is seen as the ‘symbolic
head’ of the Church in Wales and
viewed as the Church’s chief
representative by many
organisations and institutions.”
Wider society
“The Anglican Church exists for the
greater good of society as a whole.
The archbishop ought to have a
concern, not just for the structures
and internal affairs of the Church in
Wales but for the wider society in
which the Church is set and
therefore a concern for a whole
range of issues which confront our
nation and world because it is God’s
world and God has a concern for
everything that happens in it.”
“The archbishop has to show that he
or she models the theological and
gospel priorities and imperatives to
take the needs of the people and
organisations of Wales seriously.”
Remote
Archbishop Barry rejected the model
of a full-time archbishop on
theological and ecclesiological
grounds, and that it would also make
the archbishop a remote figure, not
involved in the life of a particular
place or people, or in the lives of
parishes and clergy. “For my part, it
would make for an unhappy and
unfulfilled archbishop.”
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Presidential Address (continued)
Continuity
Archbishop Barry also rejected the
peripatetic model, because that
makes the post too demanding and
unsustainable, as five of the twelve
archbishops of Wales have said.
The archbishop needs to be located
permanently in one place so there is
continuity of structure,
administration, officers and records.
Re-open
The Provincial Standing Committee
wants to know whether dioceses are
willing to re-open the question in
principle of having a permanent
archiepiscopal see without
committing themselves to any
particular model. The Diocese of
Llandaff had rejected the model of
archbishop as diocesan bishop of
Llandaff, with an area bishop to
carry out most of his or her duties,
as it would not have much choice in
electing its diocesan.
A suggested model
Archbishop Barry suggested a
model that could be considered
along with any others, but starting
from the premise that the archbishop
needs to be based in Cardiff.
“The solution I propose,” said
Archbishop Barry, “is that the
diocese of Llandaff should have two,
possibly three, bishops and may in
the future, be linked with the diocese
of Monmouth. It would be one
diocese with two or three bishops,
each bishop being a bishop in the
full sense of that term with each
bishop having his or her own
territorial jurisdiction but with the
bishops as a college administering
the diocese in partnership. It would
make sense for the archbishop to
have the Llandaff and Cardiff
Deaneries as the sphere of his
episcopal jurisdiction and he would
be elected to that post as
archbishop. Then another bishop or

bishops, again with the status of
present diocesans, would be elected
to other areas of the diocese and
together the two or three of them
would form a College to administer
and oversee the administrative unit
we call the diocese, with one of the
other bishops, not the archbishop,
having a presiding role in the
diocese. There would be no need on
this model for the archbishop to
have an assistant.
“So there would be two or three
bishops of equal status, not area
bishops with delegated authority, or
suffragan bishops to the archbishop
but a collegial diocese. It would be a
single unit for the purposes of
administration, parish share, and
clerical power, but having two or
three bishops each with their own
particular area of episcopal
jurisdiction and pastoral care.”
Archbishop Barry pointed out that if
the model was to be extended
province-wide, the number of
dioceses could be reduced whilst
maintaining or slightly increasing the
number of Episcopal jurisdictions to
ensure a proper degree of pastoral
care.
“It would be easy to make a start in
Llandaff with two bishops each
having equal authority, without
causing too much upheaval or much
constitutional alteration. The
Electoral Colleges for the
archbishop and bishop of Llandaff
would be exactly the same as now.
It would also mean that with the
archbishop exercising Episcopal
jurisdiction over just two deaneries,
there would be no clash as there
might be between an archbishop
from elsewhere coming to do things
in Cardiff in someone else’s
Episcopal area. That gives the
archbishop an area of pastoral
concern and care, roots him in the
life of the church, and frees him from
running a large diocese such as
Llandaff, especially since the work of
a bishop has increased incredibly
over the years.”
“A small Episcopal area would
enable the archbishop to fulfil his
duties as archbishop and enable him
to be a pastor and bishop. His fellow
bishop would have jurisdiction in his
own right over the rest of the
diocese and would be the presiding
bishop of the diocese. It also models
at diocesan level what we are
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advocating in our dioceses and
province as a whole – ministry areas
with teams of people working
together.”
Workload
Archbishop Barry concluded: “I
commend all this to you for
consideration. I have no axe to grind
because none of this will affect me
but I do have a concern for the
workload of whoever succeeds me.
In some respects as bishop of
Llandaff and archbishop, I have
obscured the issue because I have
been able to do things in Cardiff
simply because I was at hand. Yet
the juggling of two demanding roles
has not been easy and I confess
that work has virtually taken over my
life. That is not a model to be
emulated. The model I propose is
different from more recent ones but
it is not new. It has been proposed
before in Wales and returns to a far
earlier model of what it means to be
a bishop.”
“The crucial point, though, is the
need at least for dioceses to realise
that there is a problem testified to by
five archbishops out of the twelve
since disestablishment – and to be
willing to talk about the principle of
where to locate him and how to use
him.”
The full text of Archbishop Barry’s speech can be
found at http://www.churchinwales.org.uk/
structure/bishops/sermons-and-addressesarchbishop-barry-morgan/presidential-addressgoverning-body-september-2015/

RETIREMENT

This was the last meeting of the GB
for the Venerable Philip Morris
(Llandaff) who is retiring in
November. He has been a member
of the GB since 1994, and editor of
Highlights since 1997.
Archbishop Barry thanked
Archdeacon Philip for his work in
producing Highlights, and also his
other work for the Province.

ANGLICAN COMMUNION

STANDING COMMITTEE
Bill to enable the addition of
Churches to the Second
Schedule of the Porvoo
Declaration Canon 1995 by
simple motion
Because additional
Anglicans being in the
Churches have joined the
middle ground. “The
Porvoo Communion of
problem I see in the
mainly northern Lutheran
Anglican Communion
and Anglican Churches since the
today is that those on
Church in Wales implemented the
the right and on the left Canon in 1995, there is now a
want to impose on
variance between the churches in the
those in the centre. But Porvoo Communion and those listed
those on the right and
in the schedules to the 1995 Canon.
those on the left must
To reflect these changes, a Bill is
learn to live together
needed to amend the Second
with a good
Schedule to the 1995 Canon. A Bill is
understanding of our
also needed to provide an enabling
differences.”
power so that the Governing Body
could pass a simple motion for
“The Anglican Communion Office is
Churches to be added to the second
there to serve you,” Archbishop
Josiah told the GB. “My vision is that Schedule of the 1995 Canon in
future. These have been drafted and
in spite of our differences, this
will be brought to the GB in due
Communion is vibrant, has a future,
and I am convinced that the crisis we course.
face today cannot and will not
Representation of Women in
destroy the Church of God.”
the Church in Wales

The Governing Body warmly welcomed the Most Reverend Dr
Josiah Idowu-Fearon, the recently appointed Secretary
General of the Anglican Communion. Dr Idowu-Fearon was
previously Archbishop of the Province of Kaduna, and Bishop
of Kaduna in the Church of Nigeria where he earned a global
reputation for his expertise in Christian-Muslim relations.
In his key-note speech
to GB, Archbishop
Josiah shared his vision
for the Anglican Church.
“God has given us real
work to do. We are
called to live out
Anglicanism. Our
Communion is diverse
in culture and
theological
understanding. The
older parts of the
Communion—the West—need to be
more creative and give the Gospel
message to the youth in language
that is contemporary and biblical.
The developing parts of the
Communion tend to be less complex
in their expression of the same
biblical truths.”
“We have different cultures and so
have different ways of presenting the
same biblical truths. There is
therefore a need for an exchange of
ideas and methods and an
understanding of these differences
so as to eradicate disunity within the
Communion.”
“There are differences and there will
always be differences. We must
learn, not only to understand, but to
respect our differences. I want us to
go back to the Anglican
understanding and theology of the
Church. We have lost it by not
talking enough about it.”
Archbishop Josiah referred to the
Windsor Report which saw 70% of

 Archbishop Josiah also preached
at the GB Eucharist in the College
Chapel.
 Archbishop Josiah was applauded
all the way to the door of the Arts
Hall as he left GB on the second
afternoon. “He has seen GB at its
best,” said Archbishop Barry as he
presented him with gifts from the
Church in Wales.
 “A real privilege to hear
Archbishop Josiah speak,” said
Diane McCarthy, St Asaph
Diocesan Secretary. “Powerful,
passionate and real.”

WORSHIP AT THE GOVERNING BODY
It was the Diocese of Llandaff’s turn
to lead worship at this meeting of the
Governing Body.
The opening Bible Study was given
by Archbishop Barry. Using St Mark
3: 31-34 as his text, he showed how
the painful friction between Jesus
and his mother teaches us how to
get on as families and churches,
despite differences. “There is no one
Christian view on many moral
issues,” said Archbishop Barry. “We
ought to be able to express what we
feel, and allow others to do so
without fear of rejection, while we

cannot gloss over differences. It
needs to be possible to speak the
truth in love; it needs to be possible
to disagree agreeably.
The collections at
the GB services of
£1896 (before Gift
Aid) was for Christian
Aid’s Refugee Crisis
Appeal. Christian Aid is working with
churches and other agencies in
supporting humanitarian efforts
taking place in Europe and the
Middle East.
www.christianaid.org.uk/refugees

Following the Governing Body’s
approval of the Report on
Representation of Women, a detailed
programme has been drawn up to
allocate the various recommenddations within the Report to
appropriate parts of the Church for
action. A table setting out the
allocation of recommendations would
accompany a letter sent to all
parishes, deaneries and dioceses for
their information and action.

Church in Wales Website
The development project to redesign
the Provincial website for launch in
April 2016 was in hand and a new
vocations website was under
development, to be known as ‘Calling
Wales’. Steps are also being taken to
review the structure of the Parish
Website to make it more useable by
new Ministry Areas.
2020 Vision Implementation
Group
His Honour Philip Price QC, chair of
the Standing Committee expressed
the thanks of the Church in Wales to
the outgoing chair of the Group, Mrs
Helen Biggin, and congratulated her
on her new role in the NHS
Confederation. Helen was presented
with a bouquet of flowers.
The new chair is Mrs Liz Perkins
(Bangor).
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2020 VISION

EMERGENCY DEBATE ON THE REFUGEE CRISIS

In the light of the refugee crisis facing
Europe, a number of GB members
called for an emergency debate. The
Ministry Areas
Bishop of Swansea and Brecon
Work in dioceses to develop Ministry opened the debate by stressing that
Areas is now well underway with
what underpins the words of the
each diocese finding its own way of
motion is human misery and human
approaching this, as endorsed by the degradation where life is treated as a
Governing Body.
commodity not to be valued. “Human
life should not be treated in such a
Ecumenism
disgraceful and despicable way.”
Local ecumenical engagement is
something which is very much within “In one sense this is not an
emergency debate,” said Bishop
the ethos of Ministry Areas and the
John. “The fact that there are millions
spirit of collaborative ministry, yet
there is little evidence of ecumenical of refugees in the world has been
highlighted by recent events that
matters being taken into account in
have hit the media.” He clarified the
Ministry Area planning.
nature of a refugee. “It is not
The Group could help with supporting small-scale, locally-based, infor- someone who is looking for a
handout or to steal someone else’s
mal ecumenical projects (initiatives
job. A refugee is someone fleeing
such as street pastors, Messy
from the most unspeakable
Church and food banks), by providing a set of resources to share good degradation and persecution that we
can only imagine.”
practice and ideas.
The motion called for a practical
Archiepiscopal See
response, and the Bishops’
Recommendation XXVIII
The feelings of the Church in Wales Statement* suggested ways in which
and in particular the dioceses, need churches and individuals can help.
However, Bishop John urged that
to be tested on this to find out if
advice be taken. It is not always the
views have changed in any real
best practical response to send
sense since 2009 when the issue
parcels of blankets and other items
was last discussed. This will be reto collection centres. The most
ferred back to the diocese, and discussed by the Standing Committee. practical response is cash sent to the
agencies which are expert at dealing
Financial Issues Group
with the crisis such as Christian Aid
The Financial Issues Group continor the Disasters Emergency
ues its work to prepare guidance on Committee.
financial management for Ministry
The Bishop of St Asaph, in
Areas. It has been considering the
seconding the motion, said that the
allocation of parish share within Min- response of the UK government and
istry Areas and online completion of of Europe is lamentable. Bishop
the annual membership and finance Gregory looked for a compassionate
returns. Future work includes:
response; the response is one
 discussions on sharing ministry
arising out of fear. He looked for a
costs in each area.
commensurate response. Lebanon, a
 training in the Theology of Genercountry a fraction of the size of the
osity to support that approach.
UK has 2 million refugees within its
 the development of an online facil- borders; the small island of Kos is
ity to complete the 2016 Member- taking 4000 a day; the UK will only
ship and Finance forms.
take 4000 a year. There needs to be
 A trial of online financial managea bold and co-ordinated response,
ment software for Ministry Areas
consistent with wider aims. The
provided by Data Developments in European nations also need to be
Monmouth and Llandaff dioceses. peace-builders, not only welcoming
refugees, but also building a safer
Liz Perkins,
world in the Middle East.
new Chair of
the 2020 Vision “The Bishops’ Statement is a start;
Implementation the GB must amplify the voice of the
Group
Bishops.”
Report from the Implementation Group

*http://www.churchinwales.org.uk/

news/2015/09/bishops-call-on-churches-tohelp-refugees/
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The Motion
That the Governing Body:

i.

recognise the enormity of the refugee
crisis currently facing Europe;

ii.

affirm our solidarity with all those who are
fleeing conflict, war and destruction;
iii. endorse the statement made by the
Bishops of the Church in Wales on 8
September 2015, which calls for a
practical response based on hospitality
and generosity;
iv. continue to commit the situation and all
affected by it to our prayers.

The Revd. Sally Thomas (URC)
called for ecumenical guidance on
aid for refugees to ensure that we
are working effectively. There needs
to be conversations with local
authorities to list practical do’s and
don’ts.
Mrs Jennie Willson (St Asaph) felt
that the motion needed to include a
challenge to the government. “This
must not be a ‘nod-through’ motion,
but pushing and challenging,
expecting churches to respond. For
this there must be clear guidance as
to what people can do.”
Mrs Clare Williams (St Davids)
called for a compassionate and coordinated response, rooted in prayer.
Dr Huw Lloyd (St Asaph) wanted to
make sure that people knew the GB
was having this debate. “The refugee
crisis is at the heart of our purpose—
we need to dig deep, offer our
money, pray and tell others.”
Miss Carol Cobert (Llandaff) wanted
pressure brought on politicians; cash
is important, but this is a
humanitarian crisis to which
politicians need to respond.
Mrs Liz Perkins (Bangor) was
concerned that the overseas aid
budget is going to be diverted to help
refugees in the UK. The Government
must be lobbied to find new money,
not use ring-fenced overseas money
that will impact on other countries.
The motion when put was passed
nem con.

REPRESENTATIVE BODY REPORT

Property Issues

During 2014 the Representative Body (RB) committed itself to
maintaining levels of funding for the Church’s everyday work
whilst releasing significant additional funds for new work related
to 2020 Vision.
Investment Performance
Investing
After the exceptional levels of
Responsibly
performance in 2013, investment
The Representative
returns from the Representative Body’s
Body is careful to
portfolio were more modest in 2014 but
ensure that the Church’s assets are not
remained well above the industry
invested in ways which are
benchmark. The total
contrary or offensive
The principal role of the
return (that is, income
to the Church’s
Representative Body is to hold and values. For this
and capital growth
manage the assets of the Church in reason, the Church in
combined) became
Wales to provide support for the Wales has followed
more relevant in 2014
work
of the Church as carried out an Ethical Investment
as the RB adopted an
through
its Archbishop, Bishops, Policy for many
expenditure policy
Clergy
and Laity.
based upon the total
years. During 2014
investment return.
the Representative
Body
worked
with the Church’s
Mr Paul Marshall (exEthical
Investment
Group to review and
officio), the chair of the
update
the
policy,
in
particular to
Investment sub-committee,
prohibit
investment
in
firms engaged in
said that the total
payday lending.
investments of the Church
in Wales were over £500m.
The return on the
investments meets 30% of
the cost of running the
Church. The objectives of
the RB’s investment policy are to
achieve a balance between sustainable
levels of income and capital growth;
optimise total returns without undue
risk; meet the RB’s current to long-term
liabilities and income commitments; and
to operate within the constraints of the
Church’s Ethical Investment Policy.
Sustainable Financial Support
The Representative Body carried out its
regular triennial review of expenditure
in 2014, following the actuarial
valuation of the Clergy Pension
Scheme – its largest single commitment
– at the end of 2013. Whilst maintaining
a prudent approach to ensure that longterm commitments such as clergy
pensions can be met in full, it was
agreed to make two significant funding
commitments to support the current
work of the Church in Wales. First, that
the Block Grant to dioceses would be
maintained at the 2015 level (£6.3
million per annum) for 2016-2018.
Secondly, that £3.5 million of new
funding would be made available for
projects related to 2020 Vision, which
has been called the Transformation
Fund. This will provide new funding for
dioceses in 2015, 2016 and 2017. Each
diocese will receive £500,000 spread
over those three years, with the only
condition being that it is spent on
projects related to 2020 Vision.

The Governing Body was asked to
approve three motions relating to
property. These have arisen as
part of a careful study of the
recommendations on property
within the Church in Wales
Review.
The RB’s Property Committee
looked at the original
recommendations relating to
property within the Review. A
survey of parishes to understand
their key challenges and support
needs was undertaken and
Dioceses were consulted. As a
result of this work, the
Representative Body endorsed
various proposals:

1. Encourage Diocesan
Parsonage Inspectors to share
knowledge and expertise
across Diocesan teams;
2. Investigate Diocesan structures
to combine expertise and
improve efficiency;
3. Encourage Dioceses to
consider funding a part time
Mr James Turner, Chair of the
post focussed on church
Representative Body, expressed the
support;
concern of the RB that some clergy
4.
Review the workload of the
were facing financial difficulties, the
provincial property department
stress of a heavy workload, and low
with a view to finding ways to
morale. A review of issues facing clergy
support redundant churches
will be undertaken by the Human
and their re-use more
Resources Committee.
effectively;
5. A network of self employed
A review of the Clergy Pensions
specialists should be recruited
Scheme has recommended that it
to help parishes manage and
should remain in the Investment Fund,
plan the treatment of contents
but that the situation will be reviewed
when a church is closing
triennially
(funded from sale proceeds);
The RB will be making a considerable
6. The Church Sales Regulations
financial input into St Michael’s
should be widened to permit
Theological College and the St
proceeds of sale to be used for
works to churchyards (owned
Padarn’s Institute to meet the set-up
by the Representative Body)
costs and a proportion of the training
where such works address a
costs.
substantial physical danger to
The short-comings of the Provincial
property or persons;
Offices at 39 Cathedral Road, Cardiff,
7. Use of the Parsonage
have become apparent, as they do not
Improvement Fund should be
provide an appropriate working
widened to permit the creation
environment for the 21st century. The
of parish offices in other
RB has approved a rebuilding and
buildings owned by the
Representative Body where the
remodelling within the present footprint.
Parsonage is unsuitable for
geographical, practical or
pastoral reasons to provide
such facilities. The first call on
the Fund should still be the
provision of decent housing for
clergy by purchase or
improvement.

James Turner, Chair of the Representative Body,
with some of the RB Committees chairs and staff

The last three of these
recommendations required
changes to the Constitution and
the GB passed motions that would
permit these.
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CLIMATE CHANGE

A key challenge for the 21st century
“Climate change is one of the key challenges facing humanity in the 21st
The Motion
century. There is firm scientific evidence for this, and there are clear
That the Governing Body:
theological reasons why the church should be at the forefront of a courageous 1. Agree that proposals for strengthening
the Church’s action on climate change be
and faithful response to the present situation.” This is the view of the CHASE
developed;
(Church Action for Sustaining the Environment) group of the Church in Wales,
2. Invite dioceses to review their
which presented a report and proposed a motion for action to GB.
Prior to the motion being
proposed, GB was
addressed by Sir John
Houghton, who is
considered to be one of the
most outstanding and
effective environmental
scientists, formerly professor
in atmospheric physics at the
University of Oxford, and
Chief Executive at the
Meteorological Office . He
was the co-chair of the Nobel Peace
Prize-winning Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change's scientific
assessment working group.
Sir John was concerned that he has
spoken to very few gatherings of
Christians at this level, when the
subject of climate change is vital to
all. The greenhouse effect has been
known for over 200 years, as
radiation leaves the earth’s surface
and is caught in the atmosphere.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) from fossil
fuels stays in the atmosphere for
hundreds of years; the blanket is
getting thicker; radiation cannot get
out; therefore global warming. This
is especially noticeable in the Arctic,
where the ice could completely
disappear this century, maybe even
in the next 20 years. By 2050 the
Arctic temperature could rise by 4 to
5 degrees. Projections to 2050
suggest greater changers than there
have been for thousands of years.
The impact will be more intense
heat waves, a rise in sea levels, and
a greater frequency and intensity of
droughts and floods.
While it is possible to build sea
defences in some countries, millions
in Bangladesh and other countries
are living below the one meter level
and will have to leave by the end of
the century. There will be more rain
in the higher latitudes, but less rain
in the sub-tropical.
What action needs to be taken? Sir
John listed ways in which emissions
can be reduced; we must stop
burning fossil fuels and find other
8 HIGHLIGHTS SEPTEMBER 2015

ways of generating
electricity. In Wales,
tidal energy is an option
both in the north and the
south, with lagoons
along the North Wales
coast, and turbines in
the Severn estuary
which could provide
Wales with all the
electricity it needs.
There is a moral imperative for rich
countries to reduce the damage to
help poor countries develop
sustainability. “Haven’t we first to
tackle world poverty, then climate
change? No - because unless we
tackle climate change now, the
plight of many of the poorest will be
enormously worse.”
The motion was proposed by the
Bishop of Swansea and Brecon.
“The world we live in is the
responsibility of us all, and we need
to act now,” said Bishop John. “The
Church must do whatever it can to
keep climate change on the agenda
of those reluctant to act.”

representation on CHASE to support this
process;
3. Note that the Ethical Investment Group is
advising the Representative Body on how
to take account of climate change in
investment; and
4. Note that the Governing Body will receive
a report on progress in April 2016.

When put, the motion was carried,
with three abstentions.
Action at Wales-level
 Weaving an understanding of climate
change and its theological implications
more closely into worship, prayer and
study.
 inclusion of climate change issues in
training programmes, including
ordination training and CMD.
 an investment policy that takes account
of climate change.
 taking the opportunities to influence
action by Welsh Government. For
example, the Future Generations Act
creates more opportunities at both
Wales and diocesan level for the
Church to engage with public sector
planning arrangements.

Action to support and encourage
action at local level
Seconding the motion, the Reverend  Doing more to help parishes to reduce
Jonathan Durley CA (Llandaff)
carbon emissions from church buildings
and from travel by provision of improved
quoted from Pope Francis’
information and advice, and by
encyclical Laudato Si, which “has
discussion with dioceses about what
drawn the attention of many millions
other steps could be taken.
of people both inside and outside
 supporting parishes who want to
the Church to the tremendous
encourage congregations to take action
predicament facing us as global
in their own lives. Websites such as
citizens.” “Through supporting the
Operation Noah and Eco-Congregation
motion we have the opportunity to
set out practical steps that churches
enrich our Church life and the
can take, ranging from the extremely
simple to the more ambitious.
individual lives of all those with
 exploring what might help parishes in
whom we engage as our
work on ecology using the concept of
neighbours—this is not just an issue
‘God’s Acre’ in their churchyards.
facing us but also our descendants
 encouraging parishes to engage with
so that they have a planet they are
local communities on local
able to enjoy, respect and care for.”
environmental problems. It is often local
The Revd. Alison Jones (Swansea
issues such as flooding that can help
people engage with climate change as
and Brecon) called on churches to
a practical reality not an abstract and
install solar panels and use LED
distant global issue.
lighting. Mr Peter Badcock
(Llandaff) said the Church in Wales  looking at how to weave Christian
perspectives on the environment and
should withdraw investment in fossil
climate change into contact between
fuel companies if they do not work to
churches and their local church and
reduce emissions.
state schools, and also into youth work.

MINISTRY IN THE CHURCH IN WALES

CHRISTIAN INITIATION

There have been constructive developments in training for
ministry and vocation and discernment during the last year.
As the Bishop of Monmouth reported, gradually, and
through the hard work of members of the training bodies,
ministry officers and officers of the Representative Body,
there has been the coming together of a provincial strategy
and plan that should hopefully serve the Church in Wales
well for the next decade.

“Initiation” is the term used
to cover all the Church’s
ceremonies by which new
Christians are welcomed
into its life. In the early
Church, Baptism, Eucharist and
First Communion came together.
Down through the centuries, the
The strategy is clear: to provide coherent formation and training for both lay and Church has adopted different
ordained ministries to fit the needs of the emerging Ministry and Mission Areas. patterns. Historically, in Anglican
thought and practice, Christian
weekends and a summer school.
Provincial and Diocesan Training:
initiation has consisted of three
The St Padarn's Institute.
parts, administered consecutively:
Outline of the present and
 Baptism (administered usually in
The Theological Education Institute
expected roles in ministry
infancy)
(TEI) will bring together under one

Confirmation (administered
umbrella responsibility for overseeing i) Ordained Ministry
usually at adolescence), followed
education for discipleship and nonStipended: Ministry/Mission Area
(almost) immediately by
residential and residential training for
Leaders. Experienced priests who will

(First) Communion.
lay and ordained ministries in the
require skills of leadership in inspiring and
Church in Wales. It is planned that
leading a Ministry Area team and working
In recent years, alternative patterns
collaboratively with the church and wider
the TEI will become operational in
have emerged, including:
communities. There should be a growing
September 2016 and will be called
focus on seeking opportunities for mission  Baptism (administered usually in
The St Padarn’s Institute.
infancy)
and service as well as providing patterns
The TEI will be accountable to the

(First) Communion (at the age of
of pastoral care and worship.
Bench of Bishops through the TEI
reason, about 7 years of age)
Stipended: Team Vicars or Associate
Council, which will also report to the

Confirmation (administered
Priests and some Pioneer ministers and
Representative Body on financial
usually at adolescence).
Children, Youth or Family workers
matters. It will provide formational
Non Stipended: ministers offering shared
The Governing Body had before it
training under provincial oversight
leadership and skills including in some
three papers from the Bench of
and with local delivery.
Dioceses, Ordained Local Ministers
Bishops and from the Doctrinal
Representatives of dioceses
ii) Lay Ministry
Commission, which discussed the
(Directors of Ministry) will work
history and theology, and
The
Bench
of
Bishops
has
agreed
to
a
together with others in the TEI
advocated a renewed pattern of
new pattern for lay ministry to give shape
Council to create clear strategies for
to the developments in discipleship. There initiation (in common with some
training across the province, and staff will be three forms of lay ministry:
other Anglican Churches):
members of the TEI (Training
 Baptism—administered in infancy
Parish
based
workers:
e.g.
Chalice
Officers) will work in close
assistants,
churchwardens
etc.
recognised
or adulthood;
cooperation with dioceses to deliver it
by the PCC.

Communion—of
all the baptised
appropriately for each context. The
Commissioned Lay Ministers: These
from the earliest appropriate
programme will model collaborative
ministries will be discerned and
occasion thereafter;
decision-making at all levels, in open
discussion between key stakeholders. commissioned by the Ministry Area Team.  Confirmation—in later
They will include:
adolescence or at the point of
A shadow TEI Council will begin work
Pastoral Assistants;
in September, with its first task to be
adult commitment to active
Worship Leaders;
the appointment of a Principal for the
Christian discipleship within the
Outreach Workers;
TEI.
Children /Youth workers;
fellowship of the Church.
Teachers.
The training programme will operate
At the heart of these papers was
Licensed Lay Ministers: These ministries
in three integrated formational
the question: If Baptism is biblically
will be licensed by the Bishop for work in
and theologically complete in itself
strands:
the Ministry Area and also the Diocese.
as initiation into the Body of Christ,
 Core theological modules—
They will be discerned and selected for
why should admission to
scripture, doctrine, liturgy, pastoral
their role. These will be:
Communion be delayed?
practice, ethics, mission,
Lay Licensed Reader;
Lay Licensed Pastoral(Chaplain);
evangelism and spirituality—
The GB met in groups to discuss
Lay Licensed Pioneer/ Evangelist ;
undertaken in communities of
the question:
Lay Licensed Children Youth Family
learning based in dioceses or at the
How can participation in Baptism,
Worker.
residential college.
Confirmation and Communion be
The emphasis is on providing
 Apprenticeship training undertaken
best ordered in the life of the
comprehensive roles in lay ministry which
in a designated parish or ministry
Church to encourage the growth of
can work in specific areas of Church and
area, supported by appropriate
committed, active disciples of Jesus
community life. There is a real need for
placements and membership of a
developing those disciples who will engage Christ in the Church in Wales?
Formational Cell.
in mission both within the congregation
The discussions will inform the
and further afield.
 Broader formational and ministerial
Bench of Bishops on this topic.
experience in three residential
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MEMBERSHIP AND FINANCE

EVANGELISM

More encouraging statistics for 2014?

Reflections on Evangelism at
the Governing Body
The group discussions at the April
2015 GB produced a wide range of
positive reflections about the way 2020
Vision impacts our understanding and
practice of evangelism:

Each year, parishes complete a questionnaire to provide information
on key trends in attendance, income and expenditure across the Church
in Wales. As a result of the high proportion of parishes responding, it is
possible for the Church to rely on this data for its planning at provincial
and diocesan level.
The statistics in the Membership and
Finance Report show that there are
signs of increased participation, that
members remain committed to
supporting the work of their parish
and that in doing so they are
prepared to give sacrificially. Whilst
still at a low level historically in terms
of attendance and other measures of
participation, this presents a good
base from which to grow, particularly
if we take into account strong levels
of financial commitment.
Attendance
Whilst the figures for communicants
at key festivals (plus Trinity III)
continue to fluctuate, the rate of
decline has slowed significantly and,
in the case of Easter, some numbers
have increased from 2013 levels.
However, perhaps a more realistic
assessment of regular attendance at
services may be found in the
Average Attendance fields, which
also show a mixture of significantly
slowed or arrested rates of decline
(in Sunday attendance by over-18s
(from -4% last year) and attendance
of under-18s (from -9%) and an
increase in average weekday
attendance.
There is a large increase in
attendance at non-traditional acts of
worship—12000 in 2013 to 36000 in
2014—an indication that new things
are having an effect.
Finance
The good news is that total parish
income has increased by nearly
£1,000,000 over that period 20132014 and, for the third consecutive
year, has exceeded total parish
expenditure. However, there are
worrying signs in slight reductions in
the amount raised by planned giving
– that is, regular income – donations
and money raising. Income from
grants has also fallen, for the sixth
successive year. Regular giving is
coming under increasing pressure as
general attendance continues to fall
and fewer members are required to
meet the financial demands of
parishes.
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Expenditure fell between 2013 and
2014, despite increased financial
commitment to the Parish Share and
(in particular) expenditure on
buildings. It would seem that
parishes are cutting back on other
items over which they might have
greater discretion (expenses and
grants). Total parish expenditure has
now fallen for four years in a row.
It is encouraging to note that income
from tax reclaims not only increased
in 2014, but is at its second-highest
level ever (tax reclaims broke the £3
million level in 2009).The introduction
of the Gift Aid Small Donations
Scheme has provided a further
opportunity for parishes to gain
additional income on other types of
donations, and is welcomed.
Mr Sandy Blair (Monmouth) was
concerned that while the statistics
show what is happening across the
Province, they do not show what is
happening in dioceses and parishes.
While there may be an overall
increase in the financial support of
ministry as shown by the graphs, in
many places parishes are desperate
to raise money for the roof of their
buildings.
A number of speakers called for
more evangelism. Canon Patrick
Thomas (St Davids) was
‘desperately worried’ that we only
spend 4% on outreach at a time
when we are declining. “If we do not
spend on mission we will end up as a
Church with a lot of money and no
people.” Bishop Gregory (St Asaph)
called for serious attention to
evangelism, and a recognition that
the traditional pattern of people
coming each Sunday is no longer the
case. He did not want to see a dying
Church, but a Church of good ideas
reaching out. The Revd Peter
Ratcliffe (St Davids) was concerned
about the ‘spin’. “We need to think
creatively—and ensure all are
involved as a priority.”
Bishop Andy (Bangor), in responding
to the debate on the Report,
challenged the Church to be more
courageous in its outreach.

A shared task
Everyone is called to witness to the
good news.
Confidence in the gospel
The challenge of sharing authentic
faith.
Creative engagement
Ensuring we affirm new as well as
tested and familiar ways of making
Christ known.
Culture shift and transformation
Churches which are animated by faith
tend naturally to respond well to the
challenge evangelism presents. The
changes in society are considerable.
Has the Church understood these
changes?
Evangelists and charisms
The task of witnessing to God is
common to all disciples. Are we
supporting and calling those with
special gifts in this area too?
Community and ecumenism
The task of evangelism should not be
kept separate from wider missional
emphases. Do we work with other
Churches to speak with a single
credible voice about the hope which is
ours?
Prayer and renewal
The inner and outer life of the Church
is the bedrock for good evangelism.
We need to avoid speaking about our
witness as though it were a technique.
Risks and Faith
We need to be prepared to fail. No
risks, no gains.
Listening and learning
The Church is called to listen and
learn. This respectful commitment to
and engagement with society is
essential.
The next meeting of the Governing
Body will be held on 6th and 7th April
2016 at Venue Cymru, Llandudno.
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